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ABSTRACT: The behaviour of the trench wall under additional pressure, caused in various places, behind the
wall, were of interest due to work in deep earthworks. The tests for the trench wall were conducted in the
Taylor Schneebeli medium. The model of the wall was prepared from semi-rigid plate with the rigidity simi
lar to the concrete trench wall which was made in place. An additional stress was applied and measured by
pneumatic stress cells. The tests were simulated ntunerically by the use of a finite-element program with the
elastoplastic model of soil. A displacement field in soil medium for the empirical and calculation results were
compared. Presented results permit one to estimate the reliability of the prediction and the static schemes used
and difficulties in verification of the numerical model by the tests.

INTRODUCTION THE DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND THE
TEST TECHNOLOGY

problems connected with expanding or overconsoli
dated soils which cause further pressure on walls
(sheet pile wall, sltury trench wall). The analysis of
real structure behaviour indicates that it is important
to know how they influence the parameters of the
wall. For a better understanding of the problems, a
Taylor-Sclmeebeli analogue soil type was made to
qualify main model features and in order to find ba
sic schemes of wallfs work in case an additional
earth pressure on the wall appeared.

The wall model in analogue soil does not show ei

ther the history of the state of pressure in the soil or the
work execution. It is also impossible to fulfil all the
conditions ofthe model similarity.

The advantage of this model is, that it gives a lot
of information about the displacement field, in the
two-dimensional medium, for a particular boundary
condition. It is important when we wish to examine a
particular parameter and dependence of the failure
mechanism on that parameter. The limitation of
analogue models in approximation of reality can be
balanced against the following advantages:
- fast and easy to operate (preparation of the tests),
- ability to cause the destruction of the model,
- satisfyingrepeatability of the experiments.

Taylor-Schneebel’s analogue soil, which consists of
smooth pins 60 nun long in diameter tb 3 and 5 mm
made of alloy in the mixture of pins in weight rela
tion l:l, was used. The medium internal friction
angle of <|> = 26° and density p = 2,17 g/cm3 were
obtained.

The pins were placed in a stiff frame. A special
loading_ system simulated additional earth pressure in
soil. The dimensions of the model enabled conduct

ing the tests without the ”side effects”, it means that
the zones of failure didn’t reach the boundary of the
model soil medium. The view of the set-up is pre
sented in fig. l.

The model of the wall was made from an alloy
plate in dimensions; length 500 mm, width 60 mm
and thickness of 10 mm. This represent a scale re
duction of l/ 10 to 1/20 of real walls..

Rubber air bags in specially made U-sections
were used for additional load. Pressure was con

trolled by increasing the volume of the bags, pushing
the model soil against the model of the wall. Accord
ing to the analysed scheme of the wall’s work, air
bags that had changeable length: 3/2 L, L, 3/4 L and
l/2 L (where L is length of wall) and width 50 to 55
mm wefe used. The air bag system of loading on the
boundary of soil medium was similar to the system



Fig. 1. General view of the set-up for the analogue tests in

Taylor-Schneebeli medium

of the two dimensional calibration chamber. It is

possible to exert the horizontal of horizontal and
vertical pressure on analogue soil mass which is de
pendant on the examined scheme of wall’s work.
Displacements of the wall, forces in struts and pres
sure in the loading system (in a few' series of tests),
were continuously measured during tests.
Photographs to analyse the zones of a large defor
mation were made from a fixed camera. Apart from
the initial and final position generally two photo
graphs for each test were made: first during loading,
second during relieving. A video camera recorded
each test. LVDT transducers combined with an ana

logue to digital data recording system to measure
displacements and forces in struts were used. All
results were, transmitted to computer where they
were transformed and stored by a specially made
program in order to be worked on later.
At the beginning of the test the pneumatic air bag
forcing system was slowly and smoothly filled to
reach 0.05 MPa or 0.1 MPa (depending on tested
scheme) pressure inside. The pressure was kept for
about 10 to 20 seconds and slowly reduced to zero.
All LVDT transducers were reduced to zero imme

diately before applying pressure, therefore the pres
sure from the ‘soil’ on the wall was not recorded.

Only additional pressure caused by applied load was
recorded.

TEST PROGRAMME

Three basic static schemes were tested:

- wall with free head,
- wall with one level of struts,
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Fig. 2. The zones of large deformation caused by additional
pressure observed for analysed schemes

- wall with two levels of struts.
Each of the schemes was tested for different ex

cavation depth and embeddment depth. The steps of
the tested depths were 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 of the wall
height. For the expanding zone, the distance from
the wall to that zone was changed.64 |
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Fig. 3. The influence of the distance x on the shape of failure
zones for free head and once support scheme
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Fig. 4. The 'influence ofthe distance x on the shape of failure
zones for double support scheme

f .
Fig. 5. The influence of the depth z, and distance x on the
shape of failure zones for double support scheme

The influence of the position of expanding zone
was tested by changing the distance from that zone
to the wall and the depth of that zone below the soil
surface. At the tests the distances (x) of that zone
were 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 of the wall height and depth (zl)
l/4, 2/4, 3/4 of the wall height.

Tests were made at two groups. In the first group
the load was caused with the longest air bag that had
3/2 L length, fastened vertically and with the air bag
that had 2/4 L, 3/4 L and 4/4 L length (where L is' 65
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Fig. 6a. The wall displacement distribution analyse to different
distance between load and wall

length of the wall) fastened horizontally.
The adequate static schemes were used for every

tested depth of an excavation. For excavation equal
l/4 L setting in soil and once support scheme was
tested; for depth 2/4 L setting in soil, once support
and double support was tested; for depth 3/4 L 
once and double support. All schemes were tested in
two causes: with simulated additional surface load

and with blockade of the vertical displacements.

In the second group of the tests, load was caused
with only the vertical air bag. Length of the bag was
L/2. Three series of experiments were made at this
stage. The position of the air bag simulating expand
ing zone of soil was changed in every case.
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Fig. 6b. The normalised displacement analyse to different dis
tance between load and wall

Two depth of ‘soil’ excavation and three static
schemes were used:

- at depth 2/4 L - scheme of free head wall,
- at depth 2/4 L - scheme of singly supported wall,
- at depth 3/4 L - scheme of double supported wall.

THE TESTS RESULTS

The wall’s behaviour depending on the place of
the applied additional pressure in vertical cross sec
tion was carefully checked.

The obtained results according to the test pro
gramme are shown in fig 2. In figure 3 it could be
seen how the scheme of failure is dependant on the
distance x for free head and once support scheme
and in figure 4 for double support scheme. The in

Fig. 7a. Displacement field observed in model test El

F ig. 7b. Displacement field observed in model test E4

Fig. 7c. Displacement field observed in model test E7

fluence of the depth zl and distance x on the shape of
failure Zones for double support scheme is shown in
fig. 5. The significant influence of the pressure
placement on the normalised displacement of the
wall was observed. The influence of the distance
from the additional pressure to the wall on the de
flection line and normalised displacement of the wall

was analysed and typical results are shown in fig 6.
For the analyses of the displacement field the
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Fig. 8a. Calculated contours of total displacement in test El
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Fig. 8b. Calculated contours of total displacement in test E4
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Fig. 8c. Calculated contours of total displacement in test E7

theoretical elasto-plastic models were used. In these

analyses the ”Plaxis” program was very useful. The

comparison of the displacement field obtained from

the model test and from the numerical prediction is

shown in figure 7 and 8.

CONCLUSIONS

The analyses of the results of the model tests and

numerical simulations with elasto-plastic soil model
and finite element method are the basis for more
general conclusions
l. The expanding zones in the soil medium behind
the wall change the static scheme of the system very
much. For the first approximation this pressure
would be taken in to account as uniform additional
pressure on the surface of the expanding zone.
2. The behaviour of the wall and the forces in struts

or anchors depend on the position of the expanding
zones of the wall very much. For that reason the lo
calisation of that zone is very important.
3. For the walls embedded in over consolidated soils

and expending soils, when additional pressure ap
pears, expanding zone should be taken into
account.

4. For the additional pressure caused by expanding
zones behind the wall the main movement of the
wall is horizontal displacement and the rotation
which is dependant on the system of supports (struts,
anchors, etc.).
5. By using the simplified physical model in small
scale and by numerical approximation a lot of in
formation about the possible behaviour of structures
in full scale can be obtained.
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